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Abstract 

Communication is very important in our everyday living. Posting announcements and information is one way of 

communication. Normally, in some business leisure, school premises and community at large, if a person wants 

everybody to know important information, he uses notes and then post it in different areas. Traditionally, 

announcements, advertisements and important information have been provided by way of fixed sheets which are 

pasted to a backing. This manner is very tiring and energy and time consuming. Moreover, those important 

information, most of the times, are not read by the concerned personnel due to some presumptions that no new 

information is posted. With these, it becomes one of the major problems encountered by the teachers, employees, 

students and parents in Lemery Senior High School. This Research, Development of Content Based e-System 

Bulletin Board is a system that will lessen the time, energy and effort by the person informing important messages 

by applying the new technologies of moving led matrix display board through Arduino Microcontroller IDE. The 

system will also provide convenience to its user as it will just type in the laptop or desktop computer keyboard the 

announcement and display it digitally moving in the led matrix display board. Using the system, the school 

administrations will save time and effort on posting important announcements. The project is eye-catchy and it 

can be used to inform most of the students and teachers of something very important. The project is deemed to 

disseminate timely and important information’s. The system will not only help the teachers and its employees but 

also all the students of Lemery Senior High School. 
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1. Introduction 

Communication is very important in our everyday living. The term refers to all individuals who exchange such 

information with one another. Posting announcements and information is one way of communication. Normally, 

in some business leisure, school premises and community at large, if a person wants everybody to know important 

information, he uses notes and then post it in different areas.  

Traditionally, announcements, advertisements and important information have been provided by way of fixed 

sheets which are pasted to a backing. This traditional approach suffers from the inability to quickly change the 

displayed message since it requires the use of a person to change the message. This manner is very tiring and 

energy and time consuming. Moreover, those important information, most of the times, are not read by the 

concerned personnel due to some presumptions that no new information is posted. 

Lemery Senior High School bulletin boards, black or whiteboards, and corkboards are some of the older 

counterparts of this action research. Currently, the information posted or written in our school boards need to be 

both unpinned and taken down or erased manually when the information has passed already. Similarly, additional 

printing and posting of announcements should be done. This manner results from inability to quickly change and 

remove the information since a crew is needed in this occurrence. 

To address these, the researcher decided to create a system and a device that will be used to display messages. An 

authorized person will just input to the computer or laptop the text messages he/she needs to inform everybody 

about important information. This project lessens the time, energy and effort by the person informing important 

messages. The system also provides convenience to its user. Electronic display boards signify high priority 

messaging, allowing communicating critical and time-sensitive information. 
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2. Objectives of the Study  

After careful analysis of the present situation of Information disseminations of the school administrator of Lemery 

Senior high School, the researcher came up with this study that aimed to develop and implement an e-Information 

dissemination system which would allow the users to easily change and update the important displayed messages. 

Specifically, it sought answer to the following questions:  

What are the problems encountered by the students and school personnel of Lemery Senior High School in 

knowing the upcoming events of the school? 

Are the information’s properly and timely disseminated to all concerned? 

Is the bulletin board able to grab the readers’ attention? 

3. Materials and Methods 

 

Table 1. Cost of the project 

Item Name Quantity Unit Cost Total Cost 

Led Matrix Display Board with Serial cable 2 7,800.00 15, 600.00 

Arduino Microcontroller with casing 2 400.00 800.00 

  Total: 16, 400.00 

 The table shows the materials needed with their corresponding cost in the Philippine currency. 

 

3.1 Design To Enhance Information Dissemination 

New design was plan and tested to provide a good way of Information dissemination and enhance the traditional 

bulletin board. Any computer or laptop can be used to send the announcement, advertisement and important 

messages. The user will just type-in the characters in the Arduino Microcontroller IDE program and then click 

“send”. As a result, it will then be displayed to the e-System Bulletin Board. 

 

Figure 1. Instructional design and connection of e-bulletin board. 

 

The research serve as a great solution for the problem in posting an announcements, advertisements and important 

messages to be able to know by the students and school personnel of Lemery Senior High School. Using the system, 

school administrations save time and effort on posting important announcements. The project is eye-catchy and it 

can be used to inform most of the students and teachers of something very important. 

The authorized user use laptop or desktop computer to display the message to the electronic led matrix board. The 

user will type the message and then send it to the board. The message boards can only display a single color and a 

single line text message only. The project can only be used indoor. In case of computer or laptop power interruption, 

the message in the electronic board will not be displayed. This e-Information disseminations system is exclusively 

used for Lemery Senior High School. The e-system bulletin board is installed in the conspicuous area of the school 

like guard house, canteen and faculty room.  
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Figure 2. Location of e-System Bulletin Board in Lemery Senior High School 

 

3.2 Research Methodology 

A. Participants and/or other source of data and information 

This study is centered on the Lemery Senior High School, a public educational institution, which has a composite 

teacher of fifty-two (52) and a total of one thousand eight hundred twenty four students (1824).  

However, this study is extended to the non-teaching particularly the administrations primarily because it is where 

personal policies, directives and procedures emanate. This study utilized a random sampling procedure. 

B. Data Gathering Method 

Relevant information for the design of the device and its functional specifications were obtained. The developer 

gathered enough information needed to establish and develop the system. 

This study used the descriptive applied-research to create an innovation to the existing bulletin board. The 

researcher utilized a questionnaire to gather data in which responses were tallied, analyzed and interpreted. As 

expected, the survey test among the teachers and non-teaching personnel yield data whose mean, median or mode 

can be a very good guide for dependable interpretation or analysis. With the aid of interviews, more accurate and 

reliable answer from persons who have actual knowledge of situation were obtained. 

C. Data Analysis 

 

Table 2. Conceptual Paradigm 

Input Process Output 

Technical skills 

Knowledge and Ideas in computer 

programming 

Problems encountered in Information 

disseminations 

Survey 

questionnaire 

Interview 

Statistical 

Treatment 

Technological approach in school 

announcements and timely information 

dissemination 

 

The purpose of this research project was to have a system that can be used in information disseminations among 

the teachers, employees, parents and students. The collected data for this project were analyzed and were given 

focus; The proponent conduct a benchmarking on how some school creates information disseminations. The 

researcher visited public Secondary school in the district of Lemery and found out that they are also 

practicing/exercising the same way of publishing announcements. The researcher also went to some establishments 

like banks and some other government offices. Advocate find out what materials and tools where ideal to use in 

providing a well, strong and excellence information dissemination project.  

3.3 Results and Discussion 

Different electronic components were chosen and used in the construction of the device that is capable of providing 

the required output of the project. The researchers conducted actual questioning and surveys in support to the 

desired objectives. Findings of this research reveal that this project will really help the community of the school. 

The following are the results and the analysis done from the data. 
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Table 3. Problems encountered by the students and school personnel of Lemery Senior High School in knowing 

the upcoming events of the school. N=105 

Problems encountered Frequency Percentage Rank 

Lack of communication 36 34 2 

Eye-catchy bulletin board 44 42 1 

Focus / Interest in school announcement 8 8 4 

Proper authority for information dissemination 17 16 3 

  

It can be gleaned from the table that Eye-cathy bulletin board is the main problem being encountered by the 

students and school personnel’s of the Lemery SHS in Information disseminations. 

 

Table 4. Timeliness in Information dissemination. N=105 

I see the school announcement: Frequency Percentage Rank 

Right after it is posted 15 14 3 

1-3 days after posted 38 36 1 

One week after posting 36 34 2 

Two - three weeks after posting 10 10 4 

One month after posting 6 6 5 

 

It can be gleaned from the table that most of the time it take a day up to one week for the students and school 

personnel to see the important message or school announcement from the concerned office or authority. 

 

Table 5. Characteristics of e-System Bulletin board in grabbing’s reader attention after applying the new system 

design 

The bulletin board is: Frequency Verbal Interpretation Rank 

Presentable 2.029 Agree 3 

Always with current school information 1.438 Strongly Agree 2 

Eye-catchy 1.305 Strongly Agree 1 

COMPOSITE MEAN 1.591 Strongly Agree  

 

The composite mean of 1.591 verbally interpreted as Strongly Agree showed that the respondents find the e-

System bulletin board as an effective tool in grabbing the reader’s attention. 

4. Conclusion and Recommendation 

4.1 Conclusions 

From the findings of the study, the following conclusions were drawn: 

1. The main problem being encountered by the students and school personnel’s of the Lemery SHS in 

Information disseminations is to get the reader’s attention through eye catchy bulletin board. 

2. It takes a day up to one week for the students and school personnel to see the important message or school 

announcement from the concerned office or authority. 

3. The new design to enhance information dissemination was made to replace the traditional bulletin board 

4.2 Recommendations 

Based on the findings and conclusions, the researchers recommend the following: 

1. The size of the led matrix display board should be considered. The bigger the size the better.  

2. Additional technology like Radio Frequency (RF) and some touch screen based application can also be 

adopted in sending message or announcement to the e- board.  

3. Use solar power system as an alternative of power supply for the e-board and computers. 

4. Study the ways on how to have an automatic message/announcement deletion through a period of time. 
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